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Shoulder Injuries
and Car Accidents
Shoulder injuries often occur as a result of car accidents, partly due to the actual structure of the shoulder itself but also
because of other important factors. Here’s why:
A shoulder is an extremely complex part of the body, with a lot of moving parts working in concert. One key component of
the shoulder is a ball-and-socket joint (shoulder socket) in which the ball at the end of the arm’s humerus bone (upper arm)
rests within a small depression of the scapula (shoulder blade); however, the ball is larger than the socket. This allows the
joint to swivel in many directions, providing great range of motion. But this benefit comes at a price.
That price is instability of the shoulder joint. What stability the shoulder does have originates from the soft tissues—muscles, tendons, and ligaments—that wrap around it, not from bone, meaning the shoulder is more susceptible to injury.
Soft-tissue damage, fractures (i.e., collarbone, shoulder blade, humerus), nerve impairment, shoulder separations (collarbone separates from the shoulder blade), torn rotator cuff (damage to tendons covering the shoulder), and bone dislocations
are some of the common injuries affecting the shoulder.
The direct impact of another vehicle can obviously injure a shoulder. Bracing yourself with outstretched arms may cause
trauma. The effects of whiplash might radiate through the shoulder, damaging soft tissue and nerves. Upon impact, a seat
belt can also cause stress where it overlaps the shoulder.
Symptoms of shoulder injury include swelling and redness, tenderness or tingling, bruising, weakness, pain while engaging
in activity or while at rest, obvious deformity, and diminished range of motion.
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FAQ Is the Rear Driver Always
at Fault in a Rear-End Accident?

A: No. While it is true that most of the time when a driver hits someone else from behind he or she will be considered liable
for the wreck, that’s not always the case.
For instance, the lead driver may be found at-fault for a rear-end accident if he or she turned or merged in front of you too
suddenly or if the brake lights on their vehicle were not working and you couldn’t tell they were slowing down or stopping.
In other instances, such as if your brakes failed or if you suffered a tire blowout due to a manufacturer’s defect, the liability
for a rear-end accident may lie with the manufacturer that designed the faulty product rather than you. Bottom line—call
us if you’ve been involved in a rear-end collision so that your rights are protected.

Cloaked in Secrecy
University of Rochester researchers have succeeded in concealing large objects
from sight in broad daylight, a method known as cloaking, through the use of
inexpensive and readily available lenses. The technique utilizes four lenses—the
same type you might find in a pair of glasses—to hide an object in the foreground without disturbing or distorting the background.
The two outer-layer lenses focus light from a wide area onto the two interior
lenses. In essence, this setup creates a region where incident light (direct light)
can’t reach the object behind the lenses, and reflected light can’t reach the observer—voilà, invisibility. The bigger the lenses, the larger the object that can be
hidden.
This discovery is exciting on various fronts. For instance, surgeons might be able to apply cloaking so that they can see through
their own hand while performing surgery. Car and truck drivers may be able to utilize cloaking in order to see through something
they’re hauling behind them. The technique could also come in handy for interior design and may have military applications (surprise, surprise), among other uses.
This type of invisibility may be a bit clunky compared to the efficiency experienced by Frodo Baggins, Harry Potter, or a Klingon
Bird-of-Prey commander, but it’s a step in the right direction. The technique/device is simple, relatively inexpensive (less than
$1,000 for the Rochester model), and works at multiple angles. There’s even a YouTube video with instructions for constructing
the home version of the “Rochester cloak” for less than $100.
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Though some peregrines have permanent homes, many migrate. Their name is derived from the
Latin peregrinus, meaning “to wander.” Those that nest in Arctic tundra and winter in
South America migrate to the tune of over 15,000 miles a year.

Peregrines have earned a reputation for their spectacular hunting method. They
spot their prey from a high perch, then go into flight and dive at speeds of up
to 200 mph (a stoop) to snare a tasty meal in midair. Peregrine favorites include
bats and small to medium-sized birds—shore birds, ducks, pigeons, among
many others. Though birds and bats dominate a peregrine’s diet, squirrels and
rodents shouldn’t rest easy. If you are ever situated near a mudflat at the shore and
witness a sudden flurry of activity among shore birds, scan the sky above. You might
catch a glimpse of a peregrine.

Peregrine falcons are a faithful, loyal lot. They mate for life and most breed in the same territory each
year. Some nesting sites have been used by generations of the same family for centuries.

March 5
Purim
March 8
Daylight Saving
Time Begins
March 17
St. Patrick’s Day
March 20
Spring Begins
March 29
Palm Sunday
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Peregrine falcons are among the most prevalent and formidable birds of prey in the world. They live on all
continents except Antarctica. They thrive near coastlines but can manage quite well in habitats ranging
from tundra to the tropics to deserts. Some are even city dwellers, making their homes on bridges and
skyscrapers with suitable ledges.
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The 200 mph Predator

From a human perspective, peregrines are spectacular, graceful, and efficient. Creatures on their menu may beg to differ.

Is There Any Danger
in Using Uber?
Uber is a fairly young “ride-sharing” system which seeks to provide individual
transportation for far less than taxi cabs. It has proven wildly successful in many
larger cities and is attempting to establish itself in South Florida.
Basically, Uber drivers use their own cars and are linked in to potential passengers who utilize an app on their Smart
phones to “call” a car. The drivers are not employees and range from persons who work a limited number of hours a week
to those that devote full time to it. Because Uber uses a “flexible pricing” system, it’s generally cheaper than cab fare and
many users in large cities swear by it.
However, possible dangers to anyone that uses the roads exist. While Uber drivers have a $1 million dollar liability insurance policy when they are matched up with a fare and are carrying paying passengers, the insurance is different when they
are “logged on” but do not yet have a passenger.
During this period of time, Uber claims that the driver’s own liability insurance coverage would cover them. However, most
standard automobile policies (including Allstate, State Farm, Progressive and Geico just to name a few) will deny coverage
under their personal automobile policy since the driver is basically engaged in a commercial, fee paying enterprise.
During this time while the Uber driver is waiting for a fare, if he/she hurt somebody while they’re driving, the Uber policy
is capped at only $50,000/person. Unfortunately, in this day in age, that is a sum that may not even cover medical bills.
Uber has been attempting to work out arrangements with Palm Beach County that would enable it to operate legally and
this gap in insurance coverage is one obvious place to start seeking protection for all drivers and passengers.
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This publication is intended to educate the general public about personal injury, medical malpractice, and other issues. It is for information purposes only and is not intended to
be legal advice. Prior to acting on any information contained here, you should seek and retain competent counsel. The information in this newsletter may be freely copied and
distributed as long as the newsletter is copied in its entirety.

Some Surgical Mistakes
Should Never Happen
All surgeries carry inherent risks to patients who undergo them. In addition, doctors are human,
and thus occasionally make mistakes. However, certain errors should never happen.
Examples of so-called never events include surgery performed on the wrong patient; the wrong
surgical site is operated on; the wrong procedure is carried out; and surgical instruments are left
behind, inside the patient.
Some researchers estimate that 80,000 never events occurred in the United States between the years 1990
and 2010—approximately 80 per week—and believe that this estimate is very conservative. With over 50 million surgeries performed each year in the United States, that’s one never event for roughly every 12,250 surgeries—that’s rare, but doesn’t lessen
the gravity of the situation for the people affected.
Patients who fall victim to never events sustain permanent injury in 32.9 percent of cases, temporary injury in 59.2 percent of
cases, and die in 6.6 percent of cases. Nearly two-thirds of never events occur under the watch of surgeons between the ages
of 40 and 59, showing that age and experience aren’t necessarily deterrents.
Hospital protocol and communication issues come into play in most cases of never events. Even measures such as time-out
briefings prior to surgery to double-check key information, confirming the patient’s identity, marking surgical incision sites in
indelible ink, and procedures to count sponges and other surgical items are sometimes subject to unacceptable lapses.
If you or a loved one has been a victim of a never event, contact our office to discuss your situation.

